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THE HAMPSHIRE

CHALLENGE

This paper seeks to examine the anticipated long-term
development and growth challenges facing Hampshire,
present scenarios for the county in 2050 and consider
how quality of place can be achieved through effective
strategic planning.
Our central proposition is that quality places can only
be achieved through proper planning. Without strategic
planning, development responds to market pressures
(often through appeal) often with the consequence
that quality of place is compromised and supporting
strategic infrastructure is neither planned for or
delivered. In contrast, planning at a strategic scale
often achieves greater consensus and is an opportunity
to plan for high quality development and an optimum
‘end state’ (rather than just meeting immediate needs).
It increases awareness of the spatial implications of
strategic infrastructure decisions on growth locations.

‘Strategic planning’ as a concept has seen a reemergence in recent years, as it has become clear that
long term growth cannot be successfully planned within
the narrow confines of local authority boundaries.
Hampshire County Council (HCC) has rightfully
recognised the benefits of longer term planning at a
wider scale which take into account the fluid movement
of people, markets and goods across LPA boundaries.
The Hampshire 2050 project is a key opportunity
to think beyond the often restrictive, numbers based
local level of planning, to consider what sort of place
Hampshire is and wants to become and how this can be
realised.
David Lock Associates are at the forefront of strategic
planning and community building. Our approach is
to move away from the numbers game of ‘how much
growth’ to what is ‘good growth’ in a particular location,
testing alternative future scenarios and preparing spatial
frameworks that set the conditions for growth.
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The Hampshire 2050 project is an opportunity to take stock and review
the sort of place Hampshire is and wants to become. This section outlines
some of the characteristics of the County that present opportunities or
challenges that may be relevant to strategic planning:
ENVIABLE STRATEGIC LOCATION?

• pivotal location with global and European links
(southern ports / airports);
• UK wide position at southern end of Southampton
– Felixstowe growth arc (part of the wider OxCambridge corridor concept);
• North Hampshire proximity to London and Thames
Valley markets, strategic infrastructure (e.g.
Crossrail, Heathrow) and M3 growth corridor.

Implications: Hampshire’s enviable location in
Europe and the UK provides opportunities for
major, sustained growth. Connectivity and
creating the right conditions for business growth
and development (critically including housing
delivery to house workforce and growth of the
education sector) are essential if skills are to be
retained and economic benefits realised.
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A FLOURISHING COUNTY?

INDICES OF MULTIPLE DEPRIVATION

• reputation as a county that is affluent, successful
and attractive with extensive protected green
spaces. Strong economic performance in key areas
and growing educational sector. Does this generate
the potential for complacency and is there a desire
simply to ‘maintain the status quo’?
• deprivation, the absence of quality of place and
inequality are often lost under the attractive
Hampshire veneer. Austerity plus the impact of
Brexit continue to be influential, exacerbating stark
contrasts between the haves and have nots.

Implications: imperative to embrace growth
and plan for the long term future of the county
to avoid stagnation. Development in the right
place and of the right scale will support economic
growth, retain skills, reduce inequalities and will
potentially sustain many of the county’s existing
strengths and qualities.
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INFRASTRUCTURE FIT FOR PURPOSE?

STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE

• creaking strategic road network, often
accommodating both local and longer distance
trips and worsened by commuting patterns, has
resulted in major areas of congestion and worsening
air quality. East-west connectivity particularly
challenging;
• rail network limited – major upgrades needed;
• ports / airports are centres for growth and will
continue to be so;
• poor connections to Heathrow (albeit enhanced by
the Elizabeth line?).

Implications: Major investment and planning of
strategic infrastructure improvements is required
to underpin the county’s future growth. Strategic
infrastructure improvements have significant lead
in times, must be planned for at a strategic level
and will set the framework for future growth.
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LAND, LAND, AND MORE LAND…

KEY CONSTRAINTS

• two major National Parks contribute significantly
to the overall attractiveness of Hampshire and the
tourism economy but restrain growth (in context of
current policy);
• Hampshire’s cities are key assets as economic,
cultural and educational centres and drivers for
growth but physically constrained;
• The majority of the county is ‘rural’ and witnessing
an evolution in farming practices and rural business
that is set to continue to shape how the countryside
is accessed and used;
• constraints aside, Hampshire has an abundance
of land and growth potential. Many sites are in
public ownership (e.g. MoD) and have significant
development potential.

Implications: Strengthening of towns and cities as
growth centres will be vital, alongside major planned
development (new settlements?) and potential
review of role and future of protected areas.
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POPULATION CHANGE AND THE BIG
INFLUENCERS?
Older, Working & Engaged?
Hampshire’s population is steadily ageing and is
projected to continue to do so. This is particularly the
case in Hampshire. The county will therefore have to
plan carefully for this cohort to meet their evolving
needs and changing lifestyles.
• affluent, educated, active and design aware and
will seek out urban lifestyles, culture and nightlife
with increased numbers living in Southampton,
Portsmouth, Winchester;
• a more active elderly population will require cities/
towns to respond to their needs at a local level in
terms of local accessibility, walkability, health care
provision, proximity to green spaces, public services
and so on;

• more engaged in community-based groups that
take ownership of local services;
• new models of ‘elderly’ living will become
commonplace, such as co-housing schemes, larger
floorplate apartments and larger, flexible properties
for intergenerational living;
• ever later retirement ages and longer mortgages
(having stepped onto the property ladder later in
life) will mean this group working into their 70s.
This will have implications for business and the
wider economy in terms of location and type of
jobs, further increasing the likelihood that cities and
attractive small towns are a sought after location
for the elderly.

LILAC: LOW IMPACT LIVING AFFORDABLE COMMUNITY - LEEDS (www.cohousing.org.uk)
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Young, Footloose and Connected?
In parallel, Generation Z (those born post Millennials
and Generation Y) and beyond are the future of the
County, bringing with them different expectations and
lifestyles. This cohort will be increasingly footloose
and experience driven, with a global perspective and
almost complete reliance / immersion in technology in
most aspects of life.
• likely continued focus on larger urban areas
(Portsmouth, Southampton) in close proximity to
universities, culture, nightlife and employment.
• a significant element may prefer rural, simpler,
slower lifestyles, resulting in an increase in the
younger population in the countryside and smaller
market towns.
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• less likely to own homes (due to affordability
issues and market changes – increase in private
rented sector), so more mobile in the job market,
shifting jobs more freely, making it important for
Hampshire to support economic growth with the
right range of business premises and ultimately
retain skills in the county;
• new models of business likely to emerge, reflecting
high levels of entrepreneurship and company
formation, lifelong learning and technological
change;
• likely enhanced design aesthetic (social media
influence) will demand an increased quality of
design in new development;
• experience focused generation more interested
in leisure activities and the outdoors than
consumerism. This may undermine town centre
offers and further the decline in centres and retail
parks, whilst potentially increasing pressure on the
National Parks / other protected areas.
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HAMPSHIRE

BUT NOT AS WE KNOW IT?

So what might these patterns and changes, all
set within the global context of climate change,
mean for Hampshire?

Cities / Large Towns: Drivers of Growth – Southampton, Portsmouth, Winchester, Basingstoke
In 2050 Hampshire’s cities and large towns will have
experienced major change:
• maintained and reinforced role as economic engines
and generators of GDP, particularly those with
universities and connections to the wider SE;
• likely densification as settlements reach their
spatial limits and existing sites redeveloped to
accommodate new housing typologies and city
living;
• smart cities with connected transport networks
controlled and accessed via personal technology,
including shared transport, public transport
networks;
• green cities. Bringing the countryside and water
into the city as well as urban food production;
• human scale experience greatly enhanced.
Walkable, accessible and connected spaces;

URBAN TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

GREENING THE CITY

URBAN FOOD PRODUCTION (www.dezeen.com) ©DEZEEN
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• clusters of business activity and co-working focused
on knowledge centres;
• decentralised and micro energy and waste
networks;
• new models of urban building – flexible, energy
/ food producing, green, modular, efficient,
connected to transport, ‘smart’ buildings
• new housing typologies to accommodate urban
residential population – families, elderly, footloose
young population;
• retail cores transformed by cultural, community
offer and ‘experience’ retail.
• smaller business typologies emerging,
entrepreneurship and innovation requires flexible
business space which facilitates sharing and
community;
• economic growth underpinned by housing delivery
to house workforce and retain skills.

NEW BUILDING MODELS ©ARUP

CO-WORKING THE NEW NORM (www.coworkengine.co.uk) ©ENGINE
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Transport Infrastructure
• new mobility will need to integrate transport,
housing and urbanism. A move will have occurred
from predict and provide, to predict and prescribe;
• Strategic Road Adaptation – Motorways and Trunk
Roads will need to deliver more for Hampshire
helping people to trade goods, ideas and services.
Rapid Transit,mobility pricing mechanisms and the
creation of funding streams for re-investment in
infrastructure and innovation may all be involved.
• Heavy Rail Upgrades – rail network should be
the backbone of the transport network with the
potential to play a much greater part in meeting
Hampshire’s future needs. This relates to track,
signalling and rollingstock upgrades and better
station interchanges connected with Mass Transit
systems with higher density mixed use hubs that
are well connected with urban areas and local
communities;

• Smart Corridor Implementation – towns and
cities will need a network of smart corridors that
prioritise walking, cycling and public transport,
whilst also making the most of available technology
that contributes positively to the aims of the wider
community strategies. Key elements in the smart
corridor include rapid transit, cycling, walking,
demand management and smart city innovation.
• Freight network integration – significant changes
are taking place now and the future picture is for
radical change in transport and logistics. Hampshire
must give priority to investment in this growing area
where major benefits can be realised for both rural
and urban communities;
• People centred /active travel – Hampshire can be a
world-leader in cycle infrastructure, with a first-rate
public realm and pedestrian experience whether in
an urban or rural setting contributing to enhanced
first and last mile trips.

SMART MOTORWAYS ©HIGHWAYS ENGLAND

©www.joc.com
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Rural Hampshire
• countryside economy responding to changing
agricultural practices – smaller farms, increased
use of technology and diversification including
sustainable energy generation,
• technological improvements in food production
and diet (less meat) may reduce land required for
agriculture, freeing it up for alternative uses;
• more specialist approach to rural business
(albeit dependent on concurrent infrastructure
enhancements e.g. broadband);

EXPANDED ROLE FOR THE COUNTRYSIDE?

• traditional affluent rural population relocating to
urban areas, potentially freeing up larger properties
for families (affordability issues remain?);
• younger population bringing new life to rural areas
and expectation of access and ‘experience’ of the
countryside;
• HCC has traditionally had significant land holdings;
• potential increased role in energy generation – solar
arrays, wind turbines.
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Smaller Towns / Centres – Gosport, Havant, Petersfield
• underperforming smaller centres will need to
recognise and respond to a new role for the high
street and increasing their complementarity – not
competing to deliver the same offer but building on
individual characteristics and potential;
• connectivity to urban areas / countryside achieved
through smart transport networks;
• cultural and social projects will be important, and
the historic environment will continue to be valued,
afforded protection and seen as integral to the
quality of the county;

• historic centres remain sought after but potentially
less able to adapt to changing technologies e.g.
decentralised energy;
• centres potential locations for smaller, flexible
business and community uses in proximity to more
affordable homes;
• new business models for delivery of public
services – sharing economy, co-operatives, local
community ownership. Decentralisation of services
may require more, smaller, more flexible premises;
• last mile logistics.

FINDING A NEW NICHE - EDIBLE TODMORTEN
(www.incredibleedible.co.uk) ©INCREDIBLEEDIBLE

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTS - ATTRACTIVE BUT INFLEXIBLE
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South Downs and New Forest National Parks
• enhancements resulting from increased visitors.
Viewed as assets rather than absolute constraints;
• improved connectivity and ‘experience’ of the
outdoors linked to technology;
• opportunity for appropriate development that
supports local economies and infrastructure and
helps retain local skills.

MAJOR RECREATIONAL ASSETS

SENSITIVE, LOCAL DEVELOPMENT IN NATURAL PARKLAND
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New Towns / Settlements
By 2050, Hampshire will also need to accommodate
major growth and development beyond its existing
settlements as they reach their natural capacity.
It is commonly agreed that strategic scale development
in the form of new towns and villages (garden or
otherwise), can achieve a critical mass of development
that guarantees delivery of community facilities
and infrastructure benefits. Where such growth is
accommodated and what it might look like are key
elements of a strategic framework for the County.
Often, the location and delivery of strategic transport,
energy and communication infrastructure are key
factors in the location of new development, so that
it can make best use of this infrastructure. Changing
technologies may also be influential. For instance,
reduced emissions may make development in current
areas of poor air quality a possibility such as the M27
corridor. In Hampshire’s case, environmental limits
and climate change will be particularly influential
in determining the location and scale of major

development, potentially restricting major growth in the
coastal zone.

DECENTRALISED ENERGY CREATION

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE UP FRONT

So what will new development in Hampshire need to
incorporate?
• decentralised energy and waste networks built from
outset;
• smart technology influencing connectivity and
transport – mass transit and people centred
movement;
• increased importance of green and blue infrastructure;
• new models of construction e.g. modular, prefabricated construction;
• likely blurring of traditional employment / residential
typologies – fewer ‘employment zones’ more
mixed use, flexible development areas that can
accommodate a changing mix of uses;
• healthy lifestyles impact on public realm, open space,
transport, relationships between homes and jobs, local
health service provision;
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GREEN / BLUE / GREY INFRASTRUCTURE

• centres of change and experimentation;
• human scale design which responds to context;
• quality of public spaces, streets and architecture and
enhanced design aesthetic;
• diverse, mixed use, affordable to local people and
related to employment and services;
• social infrastructure at the right time – schools,
culture, healthcare, community – timing critical;
• community focused and invested – opportunity for
ownership of assets / running of services.
So just how do we make sense of the plethora of
considerations facing the county and what are the critical
factors to set a flexible framework for ‘good growth’?

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
(www.memorycrystal.com) ©MEMORY CRYSTAL
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NEXT STEPS: TOWARDS A

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

Securing ‘good growth’ in Hampshire is imperative if it is to
capitalise on its strategic location and continue to prosper.
The Hampshire 2050 project could be the catalyst for a
strategic spatial framework which guides development and
infrastructure delivery in parallel. Such a framework would
be as much about creating the conditions in which good
growth can happen, as fixing sites on plans. Conventional
growth studies look at how much growth should be delivered
and by when. The alternative approach considers what the
optimum ‘end state’ growth should be (scale and pattern) for
the area and for individual places within it.
We would envisage that a spatial framework would be a high
level, flexible and long term (at least to 2050 and covering
several local plan periods) document that has stakeholder
and community buy in. It would cross local authority
boundaries and be undertaken ‘boundary blind’, led by
physical, human and social geographies and the principles
of good planning, rather than a numbers game defined
by administrative areas. It would be a key opportunity to
mend the disconnect between strategic growth planning
and strategic transport planning, which tend to operate in
isolation and at different speeds (the latter lagging behind
the former).
It would set out:
• scale and direction of growth at the highest level;
• ‘rules’ within which growth should happen and ‘terms’
under which those delivering development will be
permitted to do so;
• resilient strategic infrastructure projects;
• any ‘imperatives’ which development in specific locations
will be expected to build in to secure consent e.g. strategic
infrastructure;
• areas of strategic reserve for longer term growth, so that
early investment in infrastructure can be fully realised;
• growth typologies considering options that are more
resilient to change; and
• the absolutes needed to unlock growth, what to safeguard
for the future and what to protect.
STRATEGIC PLANNING IN THE OXFORD TO CAMBRIDGE ARC
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The starting point for a long term spatial framework
should be the plotting of identified strategic
infrastructure improvement projects and development
areas, through the assembly of the relevant strategic
plans of utilities and infrastructure providers and
the current round of Local Plans, alongside existing
environmental constraints. This process will immediately
highlight areas of opportunity as well as infrastructure
‘gaps’ which can be explored further.
Ultimately a plan should set a clear long term economic
and social vision and be sufficiently flexible to respond to
evolving opportunities and new patterns of development.
It must aim higher in terms of the quality and scale of
growth in its widest sense.
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